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Abstract. In the paper, we design and develop a speech driven face
animation system based on the dynamic mapping method. The face animation is synthesized by the unit concatenating, and synchronous with
the real speech. The units are selected according to the cost functions
which correspond to voice spectrum distance between training and target units. Visual distance between two adjacent training units is also
used to get better mapping results. Finally, the Viterbi method is used
to find out the best face animation sequence. The experimental results
show that synthesized lip movement has a good and natural quality.
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Introduction

Visual speech synthesis has been developed for improving human-machine
interface such as virtual announcer, email reader, mobile messenger reader and
so on. It also helps hearing-impaired people to communicate with others or those
in noisy environment.
According to driven sources, visual speech synthesis can be categorized into
text driven face animation and speech driven face animation. Since TTVS [8],[9]
depends too much on languages content analysis and can not offer co-articulation
information, more and more researchers pay attention to synthesis from real
speech [1],[2],[3],[4].
A speech driven face animation system is usually established in four steps
as defined in ”picture my voice”[1]: label a audio-visual database; give representation of both the auditory and visual speech; find a method to describe the
relationship between two representations; synthesize the visible speech given the
auditory speech.
A labeled audio-visual database is the base of the whole system. But there
are little labeled databases of visual speech and none universal one, so many
researchers have to record their own database for training visual speech. Some
recorded a stream of dynamic images of interested regions in videos [6],[8],[9],[13],
another recorded static facial visemes by 3D laser scans, the other obtained dynamic 3D coordinates of marked-up face through motion capture system [2],[14]
or 2D to 3D image reconstruction method [3],[4].
Good feature representations have an important impact on the system performance. For audio features, some researchers used text-dependant language

units to analyze their corresponding static visemes; but in order to reduce manual intervention, many researchers turned to extract acoustic features of speech
as audio features. For visual features, many researchers used images [6],[8],[13],
visemes[9], FAPs[14], PCs[3],[4], 3D coordinates[14], 3D distance measurements
[2],[3], optical flows[13].
The key component of visual speech synthesis is audio-visual mapping. Many
methods have been applied in this area: TDNN[1], MLPs[4], KNN[3], HMM[2],
GMM, VQ[2], Rule-based[9],[13],[14]. At present, there are mainly two approaches
for synthesis: through speech recognition and not through speech recognition.
The first approach divides speech signal into language units such as phonemes,
syllables, words, then maps the units directly to the lip shapes and concatenates them. Yamamoto E.[2] recognized phonemes through training HMM, and
mapped them directly to corresponding lip shapes, through smoothing algorithm, the lip movement sequence is obtained. The second approach analyzes
the bimodal data through statistical learning model, and finds out the mapping
between the continuous acoustic features and facial control parameters, so as
to drive the face animation directly by a novel speech. ”Picture my voice”[1]
trained an ANN to learn the mapping from LPCs to face animation parameters,
they used current frame, 5 backward and 5 forward time steps as the input to
model the context.
After getting the FAP streams from audio-visual mapping method, there are
two ways to synthesize talking head: model-based animation [3],[4],[11],[14] and
image-based animation[6],[8],[9],[13].

Fig. 1. Speech driven face animation system framework

Recently, a new approach for audio-visual mapping has arisen [8],[10], which
is inspired from speech synthesis [7]. This method means to construct new data
stream by concatenating stored data units in training database. It has advantage
of that the synthesis result appears very natural and realistic. Our approach con-

siders phonemes as units instead of frames, because frame-by-frame mapping is
difficult to take account for phoneme context and may lose some co-articulation
information. In our system, model-based animation model is chosen as talking
head model, though it appears less reality than image-based model, it requires
less computation cost, less training database and can be easily replanted to embedded system such as PDA, mobile phone. In this paper, 3D coordinates of
FDPs which are compatible with MPEG-4 standard [5] can be recorded by Motion Capture System, they reflect real facial movements. Since animated talking
head is required to be more lifelike and individual, FAPs are extracted as visual
features so as to apply our synthesized animation control parameters to different
3D mesh models.
Our talking head system is composed of two processes: training process and
animation process (Fig. 1). In the rest of the paper, section 2 introduces the
database setup and audio-visual feature extraction, section 3 focuses on the
unit selection realization, section 4 gives the experimental result of synthesized
talking face, section 5 is the conclusion and future work description.
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2.1

Data Acquisition and Analysis
Data Acquisition

Since FAPs in MPEG-4 facial animation standard can denote face movement
which is speaker independent, a commercially available motion capture system
(Motion Analysis) is used to track the FDPs on speaker’s face as shown in Fig. 2
and 8 cameras with 75 Hz sampling frequency are employed. According to FDPs
defined in MPEG-4, 50 points are selected to encode the face shape. The output
of the motion capture system are 3D trajectories of all the 50 markers. During
experiment, the rigid head movement is not avoided, so 5 markers on the head
are used to compensate the global head movement to get the non-rigid facial
deformations.

Fig. 2. Placement of markers on neutral face and capture data sample

2.2

FAPs Extraction

In order to extract FAPs correctly, the 3D trajectories of face markers have
to be normalized into an upright position in positive XYZ space firstly. And then

the least-square based fitting method of two 3D point sets is used to extract the
rigid head movements[12], in our case, the two point sets correspond to the 5
points on the head before and after head movement. Their relationship can be
described by:
qi = Rpi + t,

i = 1, . . . , 5.

(1)

Once rotation R and translation t matrixes are estimated, the global head
movements can be eliminated by back projecting Equation.1 to 3D trajectories
of rest points.
There are two most popular visual representation standard, one is the Facial
Action Coding System[15] developed by Ekman and Friesen, the other is MPEG4 SNHC [5]. FACS defined 44 AUs to denote the independent facial muscles’
action, more than 7000 AU combinations have been observed. 68 FAPs which are
defined in MPEG-4 SNHC also can represent the basic facial actions, including
two high-level parameters, viseme and expression, and 66 low-level parameters.
They are divided into 10 groups according to effect regions. Since AUs can not
offer quantitative description for face animation, our approach is to convert 3D
FDPs movements into low-level FAPs. FAPs are computed and normalized in
terms of FAPUs which are the distances between the main facial feature points.
So they can be applied to different face models in a consistent way. In the paper,
15 FAPs (Table. 1) involved in group 2 and group 8 are extracted to represent
the lip movement.
Table 1. FAPs for visual representation in our system
Group FAP name
2
2
2
2
2
8
8
8

Open jaw
Trust jaw
Shift jaw
Push b lip
Push t lip
Lower t midlip o
Raise b midlip o
Stretch r cornerlip o

Group FAP name
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

Stretch l cornerlip o
Lower t lip lm o
Lower t lip rm o
Raise b lip lm o
Raise b lip rm o
Raise l cornerlip o
Raise r cornerlip o

So the output of motion capture system at t step:
d = {x1 , y1 , z1 , . . . , xn , yn , zn }T ∈ R3n ,

n = 45.

can be converted into:
t T
v̄ t = {F AP1t , F AP2t , . . . , F AP15
} .

So the visual representation for a data sample which contains m frames is:
V = {v̄ 1 , v̄ 2 , . . . , v̄ m }T .

2.3

Acoustic Feature Vectorization

There are different parameters for representation of acoustic speech, such as
LPC, LSF, MFCC, formant and so on. MFCC gives an alternative representation
to speech spectra, which contains some audition information. So in our approach,
MFCCs in each audio frame are chosen as the audio feature. The speech signal,
sampled at 16 kHz, is blocked into frames of 27 ms. In each frame, we computed
16 coefficients. So each t frame of speech can be represented as:
āt = {ct1 , ct2 , . . . , ct16 }T .
These vectors are then grouped into a matrix in a data sample with m frames:
A = {ā1 , ā2 , . . . , ām }T .
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Audio-visual Dynamic Mapping

In order to synthesize a vivid and realistic talking head, an audio-visual
dynamic mapping method which is inspired from the concatenative speech synthesis[7] is employed in our system. The difference is that they select speech units
to synthesize a novel concatenative speech, but we select audio-visual units according to a novel speech input to synthesize continuous FAP streams to drive
a talking head.
This method is based on two cost functions (Equation. 2):
COST = αC a + (1 − α)C v .

(2)

where C a is the voice spectrum distance, C v is the visual distance between two
adjacent units, and the weight α balances the effect of the two cost functions.
It is also much like HMM, the synthesized unit flows are the hidden states,
phoneme pieces of speech input are the observable states. Difference stays at the
cost functions instead of probabilities[7].
In the unit selection procedures, according to the target phoneme unit of
novel speech, we list the candidates which have smaller acoustic distances with
them. Because the acoustic parameters MFCCs are related to people’s vocal
tract, so smaller acoustic spectrum distance reflects smaller visual difference.
The audio content distance measures how close the candidate unit compared
with the target unit, it determines whether the most appropriate audio-visual
unit have been selected. The voice spectrum distance also accounts for the context of target unit. The context covers the former and latter two phonemes for
vowels and the former and latter phoneme for consonants. So the voice spectrum
distance is defined by Equation. 3:

Cja =

n X
m
X
t=1

wm a(tt+m , ut+m ), m = [−1, 0, +1]or[−2, −1, 0, +1, +2].

(3)

The weights wm are determined by the method used in[11], the difference is
that they computed the linear blending weights in terms of a phoneme’s time duration, but we take three or five adjacent phonemes into account. a(tt+m , ut+m )
is the Eucilidian distance of the acoustic feature of two phonemes. For the sake
of reducing the complexity of Viterbi search, we set a limit of candidate number
for selection.
Not only we should found out the correct speech signal unit, but also the
smooth synthesized face animation should be considered. In training process,
we just label the phoneme positions in each sentence without segmenting them,
so it will enable the unit selection to find out the smoothest unit following the
previous one. The concatenation cost measures how closely the mouth shapes of
the adjacent units match. So the FAPs of the last frame of former phoneme unit
are compared with that of the first frame of current phoneme unit (Equation. 4).
Cv =

n
X

v(ut−1 , ut ).

(4)

t=2

Where v(ut−1 , ut ) is the Eucilidian distance of the adjacent visual features of
two phonemes.
Once the two cost functions (audio content distance and visual distance) are
computed, the graph for unit selection is constructed. Our approach finally aims
to find the best path in this graph which generates minimum COST. Just like
HMM, Viterbi is a valid search method for this application.
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Experimental Results

In the paper, a collection of 286 sentences are recorded. For each, four times
are used as training data, one time as validation data and another 9 sentences as
test data. Fig. 3 indicates the selected synthesized FAP stream results. In order
to evaluate the synthesized result, both quantitative evaluation and qualitative
observation results are shown. Since the synthesized FAP streams are concatenated by units in training database, so it is impossible to be absolutely same
with the recorded FAP stream. Correlation coefficients (Equation. 5) are used to
represent the deviation similarity between them, because it is a measure of how
well trends in the predicted values follow trends in past actual values. Table. 2
shows the average correlation coefficients for each FAPs on the whole database.
CC =

T
1 X (fˆ(t) − µ̂)(f (t) − µ)
.
T t=1
σ̂σ

(5)

where f (t) is the recorded FAP stream, fˆ(t) is the synthesis, T is the total
number of frames in the database, and µ and σ are corresponding mean and
standard deviation.
From Table 2, the synthesized results show a good performance of our method.
Although the test sentences show smaller correlation coefficients, they still can
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Fig. 3. Selected synthesized FAP streams from (a) validation and (b) test sentence

Table 2. The average correlation coefficient for each FAPs on the whole database
Correlation Coefficients Validation Test

FAP No.

#3
#14
#15
#16
#17
#51
#52
#53
#54
#55
#56
#57
#58
#59
#60

0.855
0.674
0.553
0.767
0.716
0.820
0.812
0.817
0.832
0.709
0.768
0.749
0.787
0.661
0.569

0.622
0.656
0.761
0.677
0.788
0.732
0.741
0.722
0.636
0.684
0.736
0.714
0.720
0.640
0.730

synthesize most of FAPs. It is also noticed that the CC of FAP #15 and #60 of
validation data are even smaller than those of test data, it may be mainly because of the speaker’s habit of that she speaks sentences with randomly shifting
mouth corner.
At last, a MPEG-4 facial animation engine is used to access our synthesized
FAP streams qualitatively. The animation model displays at a frame rate of
75 fps. Fig. 4 shows some frames of synthesized talking head.

Fig. 4. Some frames of synthesized talking head

While many other researchers used images, optical flows, principal components. etc as stored units, in this paper, FAPs are extracted. It has advantage
of small storage, being able to be applied to non-specific model, and also to
drive both 3D mesh model and 2D images. The unit selection dynamic mapping method we used is a simplification of HMM, but it appears very good and
natural, because the real talker’s face movements are treated as the candidate
units. Without parameter adjust, under-fitting, over-fitting problems which are
involved in learning method like ANN, it is a simple, direct and effective way to
synthesize the talking head.

5

Conclusion and Future work

In the present work, we have presented a speech driven face animation system
which is based on the MPEG-4 animation model. The system employs FAPs
which are extracted from 3D coordinates of FDPs to represent the visual feature.
The acoustic features of real speaker’s speech are used to directly drive animation
model. It makes the driven source independent from text content and languages.
The unit selection method is applied for audio-visual dynamic mapping. Both
audio content distance and the visual distance between the adjacent units are
taken into account. Finally, we give the quantitative and qualitative evaluation
for the synthesized concatenative FAP streams.
For a big training database, our method appears lower speed to find out the
corresponding audio-visual units, so we now investigate some statistic methods
to cluster the phonemes in training database. As one speaker’s speech is tested for
the present work, different person’ novel speech will be inputs in real application,

so in the future work, we can apply some methods of voice conversion to extend
our system to different voices.
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